Presidential Nominees Announce Plans

All Nominees Present Platforms For Class Elections February 2.

CLASS OF 1945 (10-44)

PRESIDENT

King Carey: "Although social budgets are being cut, the demand for social functions will continue to be voiced by fraternity men, as well as frisky students and counselors. The need for smaller, less expensive dances that everyone can afford will become apparent. The solution to this problem will be frequent, informal dances run by the classes themselves—and possibly by student activities.

Robert H. Horsburgh: "In the few months remaining to the class of 10-44 at the Institute I feel that now more than ever before there is need for unity and cooperation among its members and its factions. For service men and civilians, fraternity and nonfraternity, there is need of a representative body of class officers, among whose duties should be to number, fascinating, and rumor dispelling of those matters so important to us all concerning our remaining months at the Institute and the years beyond.

John L. Reif: "I am running for the office of President of the class of 1945 for two reasons. First, I have a deep interest in undergrad activities, and I should like to keep our class active and important to the school. Secondly, I feel that I have had sufficient experience in school activities to help accomplish the aims desired by the class and school."

INST. COMM. REP.

Joseph M. Aguila: "As long as I have been at Tech, I have been interested in activities. After elections I will be either an interested bystander or an enthusiastic officer. In either case, I hope to take part in the revival of class spirit.

Robert L. Hunter: "I believe that the specific function of the class Institute Committees member is to represent his class for the attainment of general well-being, bigger and better parties, and mutual support among all phases of Institute activities. I would endeavor to fulfill the above duties to the best of my ability should I be elected."

Sheriff L. Javitz: "I am in favor of promoting more class spirit and interest in class activities. I would endeavor to see that the leaders of the class work to the best of their abilities should they be elected."

CLASS OF 1946 (6-45)

PRESIDENT

Walter E. Kaltus: "A coming problem is the new freshman class, which will be admitted in February. They will be in number and I am under the impression that this incoming class will feel slightly inconvenienced. It will be the duty of the junior class to create class spirit and unity among these new students. A Freshman Day seems doubtful, yet I feel that manning approaching a Freshman Day should be inaugurated."

Gerald L. MacKinnon, Jr.: "The President's most important duty is to lead the class to a spirit of unity and co-operation. With the few months remaining to the class of 6-45, an attempt will be made to foster this spirit."

ROBERT A. GRATFY, 3-45

JUNIOR FROM COMMITTEE

George E. Bragall  Jr.
George E. Bragall  Jr.
Robert B. Hildebrand
Robert L. Hunter
Alfred Z. Goshen
WILLIAM C. CALHILL, 3-46
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Breaking by over one hundred the record set last week, more than twice hundred students gathered Huntington Hall Tuesday afternoon for the second in the winter series of T.C.A. Marriage Lectures by Crown Prince F. Alexander Magoun of the Division of Humanities. Professor Magoun's topic this week was "Pro- Marital Sex Problems.

A conservative estimate places the attendance at over 1200, which is truly a record. Many students had to sit on the stairs or stand along the walls during the lecture. There were no unoccupied seats at the 5:30 P.M. lecture, but at the earlier session the crowd at the early session was so large that it became necessary to station janitors in the corridors to direct the intercom to the rear doors of the hall.

Latest Issue of Voo Doo Put On Sale This Morning

Sales of Voo Doo's "Snowbound" issue, commemorating the Sophomore Prom, commenced this morning at 5:30 A.M. and will continue this afternoon and tomorrow. Highlights of this issue of Phosphorus offering are a few new features and departments.

Voting Information

The Classes of 1943, 1944, and 1945 will elect presidents, vice-presidents, secretaries-treasurers and two Institute Committees representatives each at the election on Wednesday, February 2. Members of the Senior Work Committee, the Junior Work Committee, and the Reserve Key Society will also be elected. The polls, which are located in the Building W Lobby, will be open from 8:30 A.M. until 5:30 P.M.

The voting is done by the preferential ballot system. Each voter numbers the candidates in the order of his preference for them. Ballots marked with "X" checks, and other symbols other than erasable ink WILL NOT BE COUNTED.

Punch Parties To Be Held Tomorrow By Three Fraternities

The Sophomore Prom week-end gets under way tonight at 9:30 with the formal dance in the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel Statler. Vincent Lopez and his orchestra will furnish the music for the formal.

On Saturday afternoon, from 6:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M., the Phi Gamma Delta at 38 The Fenway will give the first of the fraternity punch parties. Ken Reeves will provide the music, and a special wine punch will be featured. Theta Chi is going to hold a "Hangover Party" from 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. in the evening, with one of Ken Reeves's bands supplying the rhythm. Rum punch will be the featured drink. The other evening party will be held by the Phi Sigma Epsilon at 49 Commonwealth Ave. Ken Reeves's other band are the musicians, and their punch will be a surprise.

From Others

The head usher at the Promenade is Daniel Thorkildsen, 5-45, the ushers serving under him are as follows: Allan C. Crocker, 5-45, Kirk Bramblett, 6-45, Matthew H. Harrington, 6-45, Clarence and Ellsworth, 6-45, Otto E. Kielholz, 6-45, Keith P. Laundon, 6-45, R. Dunton Love, 6-45, John F. Marr, Jr., 2-46, Vincent Schmalz, 6-45, Wallace W. Hargus, 6-45, Charles P. Bredt, 2-46, and James T. Todd, 3-46.

J. P., BEAVER KEY, SR. WEEK NOMINEES

PRESIDENT

John F. Marr, Jr.

OFFICIAL NOTICE

The Approved List of Student Trustees, in first and second-year subjects is now being compiled for the next academic year. Application forms should be filled out at the Office of the, Deans of Students, Room 1-100, within the next two weeks.

NOMINEES FOR CLASS OFFICERS

CLASS OF 1945 (10-44)

President: John F. Marr, Jr.

Secretary-Treasurer: Robert L. Hunter

Class of 1946 (6-45)

President: Gerald L. MacKinnon, Jr.

Secretary-Treasurer: Robert L. Hunter

Class of 1947 (5-45)

President: John F. Marr, Jr.

Secretary-Treasurer: Robert L. Hunter

Note: The names of the nominees for Class Officers are printed in boldface type.
EVERY VOTE IS NEEDED

The number of nominations submitted for next Wednesday's election shows that, for a change, the student body may actually be interested in who their officers next year will be. As mentioned in a previous editorial this is only the first step; the second step is to actually go to the polls next week and vote. So far the Navy men, both V-12 freshmen and Lehigh transfers, have shown the best unity and spirit. The freshmen organized into a party, drawn up a platform, chosen their candidates and started an active campaign to arouse their fellow students to vote for them. Their platform shows that they recognize many of the undergraduate shortcomings and intend to remedy them. The men who do this are part former college students who were just as characterless as the rest of the Unit stationed at the Institute. The men who do this are also having shown good organization and spirit.

If these candidates get all their men out to vote they have an excellent chance to win the election even though they constitute only a small portion of their respective classes. In that case they would deserve to have their candidate win, for it is the group that is willing to work for something that should attain the class offices. This weekend will see much activity for the "Man-about-Tech" and his date. Tonight the annual Sophomore Dance will be held in the Imperial Ballroom of the HotelStatler. Favorite songs of Vincent Lopez and his orchestra, and his date to the Phi Delta "Comes in May" party. For the "Man-about-Tech" and his date to the Phi Delta "Comes in May" party. For the "Man-about-Tech" and his date to the Phi Delta "Comes in May" party. For the "Man-about-Tech" and his date to the Phi Delta "Comes in May" party.
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Reviews and Previews

HBOSTON - Jimmy Durante, in person, and harmonious backgrounds en- tailing support with some excel- lent dancing and an act entitled "What's the Buzz?" The McGowan Jones sings in Sing A Jingle. The show's only serious drawback is that the show is called "Meetsternight," and the chances are that he will not remember any of the songs they will sing. The dialogue is run of the mill, and the audience will not be interested.

METROPOLITAN-Bette Davis is a soviet and Miriam Hopkins is a more than adequate ex-ballerina. The evening is a different story. Miss Hopkins is the toast of the evening, and her ability to handle fiery emotions is commendable. Miss Hopkins is more than adequate ex-ballerina. The evening is a different story. Miss Hopkins is the toast of the evening, and her ability to handle fiery emotions is commendable.

In reading the lists of the members of the senior activity that the Tech at Technology will certainly mention the name of Lamar Field many times. Who is this person who is so active in so many various activities? Ask any man on the campus and you will find that every one of them will say, "Oh, sure, that's Lamar Field." A different answer, none will identify him as the Vice President of the Tech chapter. These were the unsuspecting beginnings of the Tech saga.

LAMAR FIELD

Lamar Field was elected to Alpha Chi Sigma, the chemistry honorary fra- ternity. As a Junior he was elected vice-president of this society, and last year he became president, a position which he still fills.

As the present Lamar is chairman of the Senior Week Com- mittee, he has been responsible for the most successful one in the romance of Lamar's varied ac-

For Boys To Play
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THERM.

**Waters Breaks Alumni Fool Record As Tech Mermen Defeat Trinity**

**Beverl Quintet Travels Sailors Here Tonight**

**Captain Caleb Taft**

**Shines In 52-38 Loss**

**To Trinity College**

Tonight in the Walter Gym at 8 P.M., the Beverl Quintet will play host to the Boston College Guard in the second contest this year.

On Saturday the Tech and graduate students are going to tackle the naval Rive lower at Andover, Mass., this will be the only Jayvee game of the year.

**V-12 Boxers Enter Tournament Final**

At V-12 entered the boxing tournament which started last week. By this time the weights have already reached the finals, but the weight is a competitive class. The finals are to be fought before the commencement of the Civilian Rode at a smoker a week from this Friday. The finals will be held this Saturday, and both Blue and Gray will meet in the finals.

**Beaver Sweep Seven Of Nine Events In Convincing 51-24 Win**

Gordon Smith, the swimming coach, must have been all smiles after yesterday's meet at the Missis- sippi- gurner variety 51 points to win decisively over Trinity, which finished with a total of 24.

**Walters Snatches Record**

Jim Walters put on a great ex-

**Tech Runners Trail Dodds**

**Time Trials Saturday For Millrose Relays**

Last Saturday afternoon two of the major events were held with nine technique runners in the meneau. -- Tech, with 60 yd, handicap; and the 100 yd, handicap, 2nd and 3rd respectively be-

**Sabbatical: Phi Mu Delta 13**

Phi Mu Delta 13 managed to keep the two classes probably will not

**Phi Delta Theta 34**

Sigma Chi won by default from Lambda Chi Alpha.
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Barflies, Demons Beat Snafus - Wednesday Evening

The Army Specialized Training Program (A.S.T.P.) was completed its second week Wednesday evening with the highly favored Hotshots of Company C in a tie for first with the Demons of Company D. Both teams showed their edge over their opponents in a close 10 and 9 points respectively play count.

The Plumbers, who showed a marked improvement, were unable to use enough teamwork to make their plenty of power, were unable to use enough teamwork to their favor. The Plumbers of Company B by a Devil Dogs.

Company C team staged a well-though beaten the first week, the Devil Dogs of Company C, Muslims, are unbeaten the second game. They played offensively against the Muslims and were unable to use enough teamwork to their favor. The Devil Dogs of Company C, Muslims, are unbeaten the second game. They played.

The Barflies team, which showed some success in the first week, was defeated by the Eager Beavers, who showed a marked improvement over their opponents in a close play count.

The Barflies Slap Down Snafus - Wednesday Evening’s doubleheaders were held in the Devil Dogs. The game ended in a tie after the Barflies slayed Snafus of Company A. The game ended in a tie after the Barflies slayed Snafus of Company A.

The Barflies team, which showed some success in the first week, was defeated by the Eager Beavers, who showed a marked improvement over their opponents in a close play count.
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